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Abstract
As the number of documents on the web has proliferated, the 
low precision of conventional web search engines and the flat 
ranked list presentation make it difficult for users to locate 
specific information of interest. Grouping web search results into 
a hierarchy of topics provides an alternative to the flat ranked list 
and facilitates searching and browsing. In this paper, we have a 
brief survey of previous work on web search results clustering 
and basic steps of web search results clustering.
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I. Introduction

A. Overview
With the increase in information on the World Wide Web it has 
become difficult to find the desired information on search engines. 
One approach that tries to solve this problem is using clustering 
techniques for grouping similar documents together in order 
to facilitate presentation of results in more compact form and 
enable thematic browsing of the results set. It is used to give 
a meaningful search result on web. The four main criteria for 
creating cluster categories: Making the titles concise, accurate, 
distinctive, and “humanlike” -- in other words, not something that 
looks like it was generated by a machine. One common feature 
of most current clustering engines is that they do not maintain 
their own index of documents; similar to meta search engines, 
they take the search results from one or more publicly accessible 
search engines. The low precision of the web search engines 
coupled with the long ranked list presentation make it hard for 
users to find the information they are looking for. It takes lot of 
time to find the relevant information. Typical queries retrieve 
hundreds of documents, most of which have no relation with 
what the user was looking for. According to this, we considered 
Web-snippet clustering engine is a useful complement to the 
flat, ranked list of results offered by classical search engines 
(like Google). Web snippet (short description) clustering also 
known as Web Search Results Clustering is an attempt to apply 
the idea of clustering to snippets returned by a search engine 
in response to a query. Thus, it can be perceived as a way of 
organizing the snippets into set of meaningful thematic groups. 
Actually, clustering engines are usually seen as complementary 
instead of alternative to search engines. Not only has search results 
clustering attracted considerable commercial interest, but it is 
also an active research area, with a large number of published 
papers discussing specific issues and systems. Search results 
clustering are clearly related to the field of document clustering 
but it poses unique challenges concerning both the effectiveness 
and the efficiency of the underlying algorithms that cannot be 
addressed by conventional techniques. The main difference is the 
emphasis on the quality of cluster labels, whereas this issue was 
of somewhat lesser importance in earlier research on document 

clustering. A clustering engine tries to address the limitations of 
current search engines by providing clustered results as an added 
feature to their standard user interface and meaningful labels. 
This paper gives an idea about document clustering, Web Page 
document clustering and clustering engines.

B. Motivation
The question of how to find information of interest in the Internet is 
raised by the Web Search Problem [19]: find the set of documents 
on the Web relevant to a given user query. The definition differs 
from the well-known Information Retrieval Problem: given a set 
of documents and a query, determine the subset of documents 
relevant to the query, in several aspects. First of all, it recognizes 
the fact that the Web is a highly dynamic collection of documents1, 
which makes many of the classic indexing schemes unsuitable. 
Secondly, due to the sheer size of the Internet, the Web Search 
Problem assumes that only a limited number of documents will 
actually be matched against the input query and even a smaller 
proportion of them will be finally viewed by the user. Thus, special 
attention must be given to helping the user choose the most relevant 
documents first.
The query-list paradigm To solve the problem of relevance 
judgement most of the currently available search engines, such 
as Google [30], AllTheWeb [29] or Yahoo [34], adopt a so-called 
query-list paradigm. In response to the user query (usually a list of 
words) the system returns a ranked list of documents that match 
the query – the higher on the list, the higher the relevance. Many 
schemes for sorting of the ranked list have been proposed, ranging 
from variations of simple similarity calculation [23] to complex 
graph analysis [16, 30]. While such schemes work well with 
queries that are precise and narrow, if the query is too general, it 
is extremely difficult for the search engine to identify the specific 
documents in which the user was interested. As a result, to find 
the requested information the user is made to sift through a long 
list of irrelevant documents. Such a type of search is called a low 
precision search [26].
Tackling low precision searches As noted in [9] and [22], the 
majority of queries directed to the Internet search engines are 
general, 1-3 words in length. Low precision searches are therefore 
inevitable and methods of dealing with the results of such searches 
are needed.
One method is filtering of the ranked list of documents, varying 
from simple pruning techniques to advanced Artificial Intelligence 
algorithms. Although they limit the total length of the ranked list, 
filtering methods not always help the users locate the specific 
documents they searched for. Another method is relevance feedback 
where the search engine helps the user refine their query by adding 
more specific keywords to it. One more method, implemented e.g. 
in Yahoo, is including in the ranked list a number of documents 
from a human-made directory. The drawback of this method is 
that due to the high dynamics of the World Wide Web, many of 
the documents from the catalogue may be outdated or may not 
be available anymore. Alternatively, experimental methods have 
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been proposed that use map-like or graph-like [32], visualization 
of the search results. Finally, clustering seems to be a promising 
approach to making the search results more understandable to 
the users.
Web Search Results Clustering-Clustering is a process of forming 
groups (clusters) of similar objects from a given set of inputs. 
When applied to web search results, clustering can be perceived as 
a way of organizing the results into a number of easily browsable 
thematic groups. For a query “clinton”, for example, the results 
could be presented in such topical groups as “Bill Clinton”, “Hillary 
Clinton”, “George Clinton” and “Clinton County”. In this way, the 
inexperienced users, who may have difficulties in formulating a 
precise query, can be helped in identifying the actual information 
of interest. Moreover, the advanced users, who sometimes issue 
general queries to learn about the whole spectrum of sub-topics 
available, will no longer, be made to manually scan hundreds of 
the resulting documents. Instead, they will be presented with a 
concise summary of various subjects, with an option of drilling 
down selected topics.
What should be emphasized about web search clustering is that the 
thematic groups must be created ad hoc and fully automatically. 
Additionally, in contrast to the classic Information Retrieval tasks, 
the web search clustering algorithms do not operate on the full text 
documents, but only on the short summaries of them returned by 
search engines, called snippets. Therefore, the algorithms must 
take into account the limited length and often low quality of input 
data [26]. The following figure shows the general flow of clustering 
process [29].

Fig. 1: General Flow of Clustering Process

Several clustering engines for web search results have been 
implemented. Grouper [25] employs a novel, phrase-based 
algorithm called Suffix Tree Clustering (STC), in Carrot [22] this 
kind of algorithm is applied to clustering of documents in Polish. 
Other examples of clustering engines can be the Scatter/Gather 
[13] system, the Class Hierarchy Construction Algorithm [20] and 
iBoogie [31]. Vivisimo [33], uses an intriguing, yet not publicized, 
technique for organizing the search results into hierarchical and 
very well described thematic groups. Vivisimo is an excellent 
example of how important for the overall quality of clustering is 
readable and unambiguous descriptions (labels) of the thematic 
groups. They provide the users with an overview of the topics 
covered in the results and help them identify the specific group 

of documents they were looking for. Unfortunately, the problem 
of the quality of group descriptions seems to have been neglected 
in previously proposed algorithms.
Very often, overlong and ambiguous group labels are produced, 
which makes it difficult for the users to decide whether the group 
is noteworthy or not. Also, when clustering a set of documents in a 
mixture of different languages, sometimes completely meaningless 
group labels happen to be produced. The goal of this work is 
therefore to propose a new algorithm in which the high quality 
of clustering would be attained by ensuring that all discovered 
thematic groups are properly described.

C. Key Requirements
Key Requirements for Web Document Clustering As pointed out 
by Zamir and Etzioni [24] the following are the key requirements 
for web document clustering methods.

1. Relevance
The method ought to produce clusters that group documents 
relevant to the user’s query.

2. Browsable Summaries
The user needs to determine at a glance whether a cluster’s contents 
are of interest. Ranked lists of the clusters may infact difficult to 
browse. Therefore the method has to provide concise and accurate 
descriptions of the clusters.

3. Overlap
Since documents have multiple topics, it is important to avoid 
confining each document to only one cluster.

4. Snippet-Tolerance
The method ought to produce high quality clusters even when it 
only has access to the snippets returned by the search engines, as 
most users are unwilling to wait while the system downloads the 
original documents off the Web.

5. Speed
A very patient user might sift through 100 documents in a ranked 
list presentation. Clustering on the other hand allows the user 
to browse several related documents. Therefore the clustering 
method ought to be able to cluster up to one thousand snippets in 
a few seconds. For the impatient user, each second counts.

6. Incrementability
To save time, the method should start to process each snippet as 
soon as it is received over the Web.

II. Literature

A. Overview
Most of the search engines use Page ranking algorithms, which 
can arrange the documents in order of their relevance, importance 
and content score. Some search engines also apply Web Mining 
techniques such as clustering, classification, association rule 
discovery and categorization to filter, classify as well as group 
their search results. Many page ranking algorithms [9-0] have 
been proposed in the literature such as HITS, Clever, PageRank, 
Weighted PageRank, Page Content Rank. Some algorithms rely 
only on the link structure of the documents i.e. their popularity 
scores (web structure mining), some look for the content of the 
documents with respect to the user query (web content mining), 
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while others use a combination of both i.e. they use links as well as 
the content of the document to assign a rank value to the concerned 
document.

B. Related Work
Scatter/Gather [10] is the first query result visualization algorithm 
using the clustering technique in the Information Retrieval 
community. Before this work, document clustering was traditionally 
investigated mainly as a method for improving document search 
and retrieval, but was not widely used because of speed and 
poor performance of improving near-neighbor search. Instead of 
attempting to reduce the number of documents returned, Cutting 
et al. introduced document clustering as a document browsing 
method. They state that the Scatter/Gather system is particularly 
helpful in situations in which it is difficult or undesirable to specify 
a query formally: 1. when the user is not looking for anything 
specific, just wants to discover the general information content of 
the corpus (to gain an overview); 2. when it is difficult to formulate 
the query precisely (help user formulate a search request). Two near 
linear time clustering algorithms were presented: Buckshot and 
Fractionation. However, their work is based on general document 
collections, not on dynamically generated search results.
Zamir & Etzioni [24] followed this paradigm and propose the 
notion of search results clustering (also called ephemeral clustering. 
In their Grouper system, STC (Suffix Tree Clustering) treats a 
document as a string instead of a set of words. It attempted to 
cluster documents “snippets” returned by search engine according 
to common phrases they contain, thus employing information 
about the proximity and order of single keywords in addition to 
their frequencies. 
STC is organized into two phases: discovering base clusters using a 
suffix tree and merging base clusters. In the first stage, the retrieved 
document “snippets” are inserted into a suffix tree, where each 
node in the tree represents a group of documents and a phrase that 
is common to all of them. For each phrase shared by two or more 
documents, they assign a score: s(B)=|B| * f(|P|) to penalize single 
word terms, where |B| is the number of documents in base cluster 
B, and |P| is the length of the phrase P. Only the base clusters 
whose score is higher than an arbitrarily chosen minimal base 
cluster score are retained. In the second phase, N top-ranking base 
clusters are merged using a version of the AHC algorithm, with 
binary single-link merge criterion and predetermined minimal 
similarity between base clusters as the halting criterion [25].
The two distinguishing features of STC are: linear time complexity; 
clustering documents according to shared phrases instead of 
word frequency. These make it “a substantial momentum” [22] 
of ephemeral clustering. 
Carrot system built by Weiss and Stefanowski extended STC’s 
application into the Polish Language, by using different stemming 
techniques. They investigate the influence of two primary STC 
parameters: merge threshold and minimum base cluster score on 
the number and quality of results produced by STC algorithm.
SHOC [28] is based on latent semantic indexing and designed to 
work in Chinese. Two novel concepts are introduced to overcome 
STC’s limitations: complete phrases and continuous cluster 
definition. A data structure called suffix array is used to identify 
complete phrases to avoid extracting meaningless partial phrases. 
Continuous cluster definition allows documents to be assigned to 
multiple clusters.
Wang and Kitsuregawa [21] have proposed combining links and 
content in a kmeans framework. The problem is that search engines 
don’t provide an easy access to the links graph, so the original web 

page needs to be downloaded and parsed to gather the ingoing/
outgoing links information. This method is not feasible as the 
link analyze process can’t meet the speed requirement of online 
ephemeral clustering.
Jiang [14] developed the Retriever system, comparing two different 
distance metrics: N-gram and Vector space model by clustering the 
data using a robust fuzzy relational algorithm. They compare the 
results with STC and find the N-gram based approach performs 
better than the vector space based approach, and as well as Zamir 
and Etzioni ’s [24] STC algorithm. But the author pointed out that 
their search results are drawn from Lycos, whereas STC draws 
on Metacrawler. So the comparison between these two methods 
is arguable.
Microsoft [27] proposed a system that reformalized the clustering 
problem as a salient phrase ranking problem. It extracts and ranks 
salient phrases from snippets based on a regression model, which 
is trained by human labeled data. Although this approach can 
benefit from labelled data, the additional training phase is hard 
to adapt to the Web [12]. 
SnakeT [11-12], constructs two knowledge bases offline and takes 
advantage of them. The first one is called Anchor Text and Link 
Database. It is used to enrich the snippets returned by a search 
engine. The other is called Semantic Knowledge Base, it is used to 
help ranking in the process of generate “approximate sentences”. 
This approach is different from Grouper and other approaches as 
they treated sentences formed by contiguous terms, while SnakeT 
extracts sentences involving non-contiguous terms. It first extracts 
“approximate” sentences from the enriched snippets collection, 
then uses a knowledge base to help ranking, sentences above 
threshold are used as a set of meaningful labels. These labels 
will be then used to form and name the clusters and are called the 
primary label. To generate the labels of the nodes in the higher 
levels of the hierarchy, k-approximate sentences are used which 
have a good rank and occur in at least c% of the documents 
contained in the cluster. This set of secondary labels “provide 
a description for the cluster at a coarser level and thus is more 
useful for hierarchical formation and labelling”.
In addition to the above academic tools, there also has been a 
surge of commercial interest in novel IR-tools that support users 
in searching tasks [11]. The following are existing industrial 
systems implementing clustering techniques in their (meta) search 
engines: Vivisimo, Grokker, Clusty and Iboogie provide cluster 
hierarchies in addition to the flat ranked list of search results; 
Kartoo use a network visualization interface, Mooter also use a 
network visualisation tool but followed by hierarchical clusters 
presentation when a node in the network is clicked; Copernic 
and Dog-pile concentrate more on supporting users on query 
formulation (providing revised/refined query suggestions). Among 
the various clustering search engines, Vivisimo.com deserves a 
special mention. This commercial meta search engine organizes 
search results into hierarchical and very well described thematic 
groups and can be considered a benchmark and state of- the-art 
in current research [22]. But very little information about this 
software is available as it is not publicly accessible. Much academic 
research attempts to address the search results clustering problem, 
but the attainable performance are far from the one achieved by 
Vivisimo. Only SnakeT claims to achieve efficiency and efficacy 
performance close to it [12].
Moreover, as specified by [8] in their paper, they reformalize 
the search result clustering problem as a salient phrases ranking 
problem. Thus they convert an unsupervised clustering problem 
to a supervised learning problem. Although a supervised learning 
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method requires additional training data, it makes the performance 
of search result grouping significantly improve, and enables us 
to evaluate it accurately. Given a query and the ranked list of 
search results, their method first parses the whole list of titles 
and snippets, extracts all possible phrases (n-grams) from the 
contents, and calculates several properties for each phrase such 
as phrase frequencies, document frequencies, phrase length, etc. 
A regression model learned from previous training data is then 
applied to combine these properties into a single salience score. 
The phrases are ranked according to the salience score, and the 
top-ranked phrases are taken as salient phrases. The salient phrases 
are in fact names of candidate clusters, which are further merged 
according to their corresponding documents.
They specify that their method is more suitable for Web search 
results clustering because, emphasize the efficiency of identifying 
relevant clusters for Web users. It generates shorter (and thus 
hopefully more readable) cluster names, which enable users to 
quickly identify the topics of a specified cluster. Furthermore, the 
clusters are ranked according to their salience scores, thus the more 
likely clusters required by users are ranked higher.
More precisely, we are given the original ranked list of search 
result R={r(di|q)}, where q is current query, di is a document, and 
r is some (unknown) function which calculates the probability that 
di is relevant to q. Traditional clustering techniques attempt to 
find a set of topic-coherent clusters C according to query q. Each 
cluster is associated with a new document list, according to the 
probability that di is relevant to both q and current cluster:
C = {Rj}, where Rj = {r(di|q, Rj)}   (1)
In contrast, method seeks to find a ranked list of clusters C’, 
with each cluster associated with a cluster name as well as a new 
ranked list of documents:
C’ = {r’(ck, Rk|q)}, where Rk = {r(di|q, ck)}  (2)
As shown in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, they modify the definition of clusters 
by adding cluster names ck, and emphasize the ranking of them 
by function r’, in order to improve the readability of clusters. The 
elimination of the requirement of topic-coherence of clusters, 
the complexity of the algorithm is lowered down. The non-topic 
coherence isn’t supposed to be a drawback of their method because 
it doesn’t affect the efficiency of users’ browsing behavior.

III. The Issues and Basics of Designing Clustering 
Algorithm

A. Overview
When designing a web clustering algorithm, special attention must 
be paid to ensuring that both contents and description (labels) of 
the resulting groups are meaningful to the users. The majority of 
currently used text clustering algorithms follows a scheme where 
cluster content discovery is performed first, and then, based on the 
content, the labels are determined. Unfortunately, this may result in 
some groups’ descriptions being meaningless to the users, which in 
turn, is very often caused by the nonsensical content of the clusters 
themselves. To avoid such problems algorithm adopts a radically 
different approach to finding and describing groups.
Find cluster descriptions first The general idea behind algorithm 
is to first find meaningful descriptions of clusters, and then, based 
on the descriptions, determine their content. 
In this approach crucial is the careful selection of cluster labels – 
the algorithm must ensure that the labels both differ significantly 
from each other and at the same time cover most of the topics 
present in the input collection. 
To become a full-featured clustering algorithm, the process of 

finding cluster labels and contents must be preceded by some 
preprocessing of the input collection. This stage should encompass 
text filtering, document’s language recognition, stemming and stop 
words identification. It is also recommended that post-processing 
of the resulting clusters be performed to eliminate groups with 
identical contents and to merge the overlapping ones.

B. The Basic Steps of General Clustering Algorithm

1. Preprocessing
In web search results clustering, it is the web snippets that serve 
as the input data for the grouping algorithm. Due to the rather 
small size of the snippets and the fact that they are automatically 
generated summaries of the original documents, proper data 
preprocessing is of enormous importance. Thus, the primary aim 
of the preprocessing phase is to remove from the input documents 
all characters and terms that can possibly affect the quality of 
group descriptions.
There are four steps to the preprocessing phase: 

Text Filtering• 
Document’s Language• 
Identification,• 
Stemming• 
Stop Words Marking.• 

2. Feature Extraction
The aim of the feature extraction phase is to discover phrases 
and single terms that will potentially be capable of explaining the 
verbal meaning behind the abstract concepts. To be considered as 
a candidate for a cluster label, a phrase or term must:

Appear in the input documents at least a specified number • 
of times. This is a result of a widely accepted assumption in 
information retrieval that features that recur frequently in 
the input documents have the strongest descriptive power. 
Additionally, omitting the infrequent words and phrases will 
significantly increase the time efficiency of the algorithm as 
a whole.
Not cross sentence boundaries. Predominantly, sentence • 
markers mark a topical shift; therefore a phrase extending 
beyond one sentence is likely to carry little meaning to the 
user [27].
Be a complete phrase [27]. Compared to partial phrases, • 
complete phrases should allow better description of 
clusters.
Not begin nor end with a stop word – stripping the phrases • 
of leading and trailing common terms is likely to increase 
their readability as cluster labels. We again emphasize that 
stop words that appear in the middle of a phrase should not 
be discarded.

3. Cluster Label Induction
In the cluster label induction phase, meaningful group descriptions 
are formed. There are four steps to this phase:

Term-Document Matrix Building• 
Abstract Concept Discovery• 
Phrase Matching• 
Label Pruning and Evaluation.• 

4. Final Cluster Formation
In the final phase of the algorithm, cluster scores are calculated 
according to the following formula: cluster-score = label-score 
* member-count
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If in the presentation interface the resulting clusters are sorted 
according to their score, the user will presented with the well-
described and relatively large groups in the first place.

IV. Conclusion
We have reviewed a number of existing algorithms, systems and 
performance measures of search engines and have discussed the 
issues that must be addressed to build a Web clustering engine 
and general Web clustering algorithm steps. Although there is 
already much research conducted on the field of web document 
clustering, it is clear that there are still some open issues that call 
for more research. This survey will help scholars and researchers 
to learn about clustering of web search results.
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